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Abstract: Zoom lens with stationary external entrance pupil and internal stop is a type of special
optical system that can be used in cascaded optics to meet the requirements of long focal length
or variable magnification. We proposed a 4× zoom lens to improve the pupil walking limitation
observed in the conventional design. Varifocal- and pupil-stable differential equations are presented
and a paraxial design of the lens with two moving parts was developed. Moreover, the zoom lens,
which functions in the visible waveband 500 nm~750 nm, is designed using seven types of common
optical glasses, has a constant f -number of 10 and focal range of 100 mm~400 mm, and achieves pupil
walking in the range −3.9 mm to +4.3 mm. The results demonstrate that the design had good image
quality and tolerance characteristics. Owing to the limited pupil walking and zoom capability, the
scheme is of considerable interest for application in electrical optical systems.

Keywords: lens design; zoom lens; two-conjugate zoom; optical design

1. Introduction

A zoom lens with an external pupil is a special optical system that can be used in
cascaded optics to achieve a long focal length or variable magnification [1]. An externally
located entrance pupil is a necessary component in these systems to match the scanning
elements (typically fast steering mirror) or cascaded systems with reflective or catadioptric
optics in front of the imaging objective [2,3]. This results in a major limitation: the pupil
location varies over the entire zoom range [4] (i.e., the pupil walking problem). An internal
size-changeable aperture stop is also required to maintain a constant f -number and stop
size throughout the zoom journey and help with high light control. All these requirements
demand a zoom lens with an external stable entrance pupil and an internally located stop.

Thus far, several structures and methods have been employed to realize this type of
zoom lens. The possibility of such a zoom system was presented in 1965 by Wooters and
Silvertooth [5]. Hopkins later proposed an analytical method to address this issue and
patented a lens with three moving components [6,7]. Bystricky and Yoder reported a zoom
system with a moving exit pupil and an external entrance pupil [8]. Yeh et al. described
a grapho-analytical method for designing symmetrical structures of three-moving-parts
zoom systems [9]. Kryszczyński then developed zoom structures without assuming any
symmetry [10]. Novel devices and numerical methods have been employed to solve
problems. For example, Mikš et al. described methods for designing non-moving-part
zoom systems with tunable lenses [11–15]. Sourav and Lakshminarayan presented an
evolutionary program for solving the problem of pupil stabilization using a two-coupled
moving component variator and a third component compensator [16]. Song and Zhao
investigated the optimal power distribution problem for minimizing pupil walking in afocal
zoom lenses using MATLAB [4]. Yu and Wang introduced particle swarm optimization to
fulfill the automatic design of a mid-wavelength infrared dual-conjugate zoom system [17].
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The structures presented in the aforementioned papers had three independent or
coupled moving components or exhibited large pupil walking. In this paper, we proposed
a method to design a four-group two-moving-parts zoom lens with an external pupil and
internal stop and improved the pupil walking limitations of the conventional design. A
paraxial model with lens power and distance as parameters was established, as discussed
in Section 2. The optical design process and details of the resulting objective are presented
in Section 3, and the manufacturability and performance of the lens elements are discussed
in Section 4. The conclusions are summarized in Section 5.

2. Paraxial Design

A mathematical model that describes the paraxial characteristics of the mentioned
systems is proposed and discussed with the thin lens theory in this section [18].

2.1. Varifocal Differential Equation (VDE)

In most cases, the zoom lens consists of N + 2 adjacent parts, as depicted in Figure 1.
As the shift of the N moving elements make the system zoom, the image plane should
be kept the same over the entire zoom range [19]. Mathematically, this means that the N
moving elements and their locus should satisfy the varifocal differential equation, which is
generally described as follows:

∑N+1
2

1−m2
i

m2
i

f ′i dmi = 0, (1)

where tEP and tXP denote the entrance and exit pupil distances; ti represents the distance
between the i-th and i + 1-th element; and mi and f ′i denote the longitude magnification
and focal length of the i-th element, respectively.
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Figure 1. Schematics of the general zoom lens design model. 

  

Figure 1. Schematics of the general zoom lens design model.

To realize an external stable pupil and internal fixed stop, a relay or intermediate
image is required. Furthermore, inspired by [9,13], a pupil-stable differential equation
(PSDE) specific to the issue of the stable pupil plane was derived in this study [10,19]. The
PSDE can be written as follows:

∑N+1
2

1−m2
iEP

m2
iEP

f ′i dmiEP = 0, (2)

where miEP is the longitude magnification of i-th element to the pupil distance.
The equation group has continuous solutions only when the lens has three or more

moving groups, which coincides with H. H. Hopkins’ analysis. The distance between
various lens groups can be acquired within a reasonable range using the above equations.
Meanwhile, we could obtain the paraxial structure of the zoom lens.
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2.2. Two-Moving Parts Zoom Lens

The zoom lens, exhibiting the aforementioned characteristics, consists of two moving
parts and is employed to provide more illustrations in this section. A typical paraxial lens
structure is depicted in Figure 2, where f ′1, f ′2, f ′3, and f ′4 denote the focal lengths of groups
1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively; and groups 2 and 3 are moving parts.
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The image plane should remain the same throughout the zoom journey, so groups 2
and 3 needed to satisfy the varifocal differential equation:

1−m2
2

m2
2

f ′2dm2 +
1−m2

3
m2

3
f ′3dm3 = 0, (3)

where m2 and m3 are the image longitude magnification of each group, which can be

rewritten as m2 = − f ′2
t1−l′1− f ′2

and m3 = − t3+l4− f ′3
f ′3

. l′1 denotes the image distance of group 1
and l4 is the object distance of group 4.

To maintain the pupil or stop location fixed over the entire zoom range, groups 2 and
3 needed to satisfy the PSDE:

1−m2
2EP

m2
2EP

f ′2dm2EP +
1−m2

3XP
m2

3XP
f ′3dm3XP = 0, (4)

where m2EP and m3XP are the pupil longitude magnification of each group. Numerically,

m2EP =
1

1
m2
− f ′1

2

f ′2(tEP− f ′1)

, (5)

m3XP = m3 +

f ′4
2

tXP− f ′4
− f ′4

2

l′4− f ′4
f ′3

, (6)

If we set K2 =
f ′1

2

f ′2(tEP− f ′1)
, K3 =

f ′4
2

tXP− f ′4
− f ′4

2

l′4− f ′4
f ′3

, then

dm2EP =
1

(1− K2m2)
2 dm2, (7)

dm3XP = dm3, (8)

After transforming, Equation (4) can be simplified as

f ′2
m2

2
dm2 −

f ′2
(1− K2m2)

2 dm2 +
f ′3

(m3 + K3)
2 dm3 − f ′3dm3 = 0, (9)
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Equations (3) and (9) can depict the two-moving-parts zoom lens with an external
pupil and internal stop. According to these equations, we could obtain up to five solutions
or zoom positions that can assure the fixed stop and entrance pupil. However, only
solutions located on the same solutions’ curve of VDE could ensure the continuity of
zooming. Additionally, the magnification value of the solutions should not be too large—
empirically, not greater than 5—in order to avoid the lens structure becoming too complex.
Once given the lens specifications such as focal length, zoom ratio, pupil distance, and
other parameters, we could substitute them into the above equations and obtain the initial
structure of the system. In addition, the solutions contributed to the stable pupil lens design
in terms of merit function building.

3. Optical Design

The 4× zoom lens proposed in this paper is a part of a cascaded systems with afore set
reflective optics. In this way, the entrance pupil of the proposed lens needed to meet or be
in the vicinity of the exit pupil of the reflective optics to minimize vignetting, particularly
in the wide field of view (FOV) position; further, an internal stop was required to help with
the high light control.

3.1. Specifications

The design involved a high-performance complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
transistor (CMOS) image sensor with an effective area of 19.8 mm × 10.8 mm and a
pixel size of 10 µm × 10 µm. An image height of 11 mm was used in the design process
to reach a diagonal image size of 22 mm in total. The focal length range of the lens
was 100 mm~400 mm and the f -number was 10. The overall length (from the entrance
pupil to the image plane), back focal length, distortion, and modulation transfer function
was specified to realize compact size and good image performance. Pupil walking was
determined to be less than 10mm. Table 1 summarizes the specifications of the design.

Table 1. Specifications for the 4× zoom objective.

Property Specifications

Wavelength 500 nm~750 nm
Effective focal length 100 mm~400 mm
Diagonal image size 22 mm

f -number 10
Maximum relative distortion ≤1%
Modulation transfer function ≥0.4 at 50 lp/mm (at whole FOV)

Pixel size 10 µm
Entrance pupil distance 35 mm

Pupil walking ≤10 mm
Back focal length ≥20 mm

Total length ≤370 mm

3.2. Design and Optimization Process

The zoom lens design was realized using Code V 11.0. As shown in Table 2, the initial
lens structure which corresponds to a wide FOV (WFOV) and narrow FOV (NFOV), solved
through the equations proposed in Section 2 using MATLAB, was inserted and optimized
in two configurations. Only solutions with m2 > 2 were considered to fulfill a faster zoom
speed. The total track, focal length, pupil location, and performance was constrained in the
merit functions and the lens radius, thickness, air gap, and glass materials was optimized
by default constraints. Once both configurations performed well, we turned to the second
design stage. Three or more configurations were added in the design; the manufacturability
and realizability constraints were added consecutively; and the maximum pupil distance
was found and further optimized until the results met the performance requirements.
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Table 2. Initial lens structure of the 4× zoom objective (unit: mm).

f ′ tEP f ′1 t1 f ′2 m2 t2 f ′3 m3 t3 f ′4 m4 tEXP

100 35 78 66.18 −19.5 2.54 4.27 37.06 0.59 66.05 21.6 −0.85 5
400 35 78 65 −19.5 3 57.5 37.06 2 10 21.6 −0.85 5

Some tips and tricks were employed during the optimizing process. According to
Figure 3, there were up to four points that could keep the pupil remaining fixed in two-
moving-part zoom lens and five configurations were needed in the design process. Using
regional instead of weighted constraints of the focal length and considering pupil distance
on middle FOVs helped with the pupil walking reduction; further, watch dogs were needed
on the magnifications to avoid breakpoints in the moving paths of each component.
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3.3. Design Results

Three different zoom positions of the resulting 4× zoom lens with a stable external
entrance pupil and internal stop are illustrated in Figure 4. The zoom system comprises
fourteen singlets and two cemented doublets, uses seven kinds of common optical glass
materials, and has an overall length of 370 mm from the entrance pupil to the image plane.
The largest clear aperture, which is located on the first component, had a diameter of
41 mm; a larger cement element with a semi-diameter of 14 mm was found in the first
moving part. Table 3 summarizes the lens data for the resulting zoom lens. The surface
No. 1 was set to be the entrance pupil.
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Table 3. Lens data results for the 4× zoom lens system.

Surface Radius
(mm)

Thickness
(mm) Material

Object Infinity Infinity
1 Infinity 35.00
2 43.84 10.00 HFK95N
3 −131.83 7.18
4 76.37 4.67 HLAF1
5 405.95 3.93
6 −80.89 7.16 HZF52
7 55.18 76.34
8 247.34 5.87 HZF52
9 −85.98 0.30
10 38.97 5.75 HZLAF92
11 84.12 4.57~11.78
12 −771.41 4.40 HZLAF92
13 −53.23 2.50 HFK95N
14 19.92 5.11
15 −25.72 2.50 HLAF1
16 28.17 0.52
17 29.17 4.07 HZF52
18 71.98 71.60~11.09
19 102.33 4.74 HLAF1
20 −58.66 0.30
21 49.22 6.73 HBAF3
22 −25.79 2.50 HZF1
23 50.50 3~56.30
24 44.49 3.59 HZLAF92
25 101.52 0.30
26 30.77 3.88 HZF88
27 81.50 8.08
28 −42.98 13.85 HFK95N
29 −20.78 3.00
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Table 3. Cont.

Surface Radius
(mm)

Thickness
(mm) Material

Stop Infinity 3.00
31 −10.13 2.50 HZF88
32 21.84 0.53
33 30.32 3.70 HBAF3
34 −20.73 0.30
35 269.46 4.19 HBAF3
36 −13.45 54.35

Image Infinity 0

We split the lens components into four groups, as shown in Figure 4. Lenses from
surface 8 to 11 in Table 3 worked as a relay for the production of space for the folding
mirror, and later, the moving part. In addition, both lenses used low-abbe-value materials
to balance the lateral color induced by the front lens. When zooming forward or backward,
the magnifications of groups two and three changed by approximately two to realize the
4× zoom range. In particular, group two had a negative power and employed a cement
doublet with an HZLAF92 positive lens and an HFK95N negative lens. Further, group
three had a negative power using a cement lens consisting of an HBAF3 positive lens and
an HZF1 negative lens. Meanwhile, an intermediate image was formed between the two
groups to help with the external stable pupil. Finally, an internal lens stop aperture was set
in the center of group four to fulfill a fixed stop location and size in the zoom lens and help
with the correction of the symmetrical aberrations.

4. Performance
4.1. Cam Curve and Pupil Walking

To optimize the cam curve and inspect the pupil walking along the entire zoom range,
we performed a macro program on Code V, and the results are shown in Figure 5a. The
locus described the relationship between the lens positions and the focal length, and the
smoothness and continuity of the curve were strongly related to engineering feasibility. An
entrance pupil distance of 35 mm with walking in the range −3.9 to +4.3 mm is illustrated
in Figure 5b, which depicts the changing of the pupil walking with the zoom of the focal
length. The results also confirmed the feasibility of the method developed in Section 2.
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4.2. MTF and Relative Distortion

The image quality analysis of the 4× zoom lens included the MTF, and the relative
distortion is shown in Figure 6. It is clear that best contrast at the field center of the telephoto
zoom position was achieved at the cost of minor contrast performance in the edge of the
image circle; the MTF value was greater than 0.4 at the cut-off frequency of 50 lp/mm.
Figure 7 demonstrates the maximum relative distortion of −1.0% at EFL = 100 mm, −0.97%
at EFL = 250 mm, and −0.27% at EFL = 400 mm, as EFL means effective focal length. Both
of the above results confirmed that the optical system has good image quality. Also, the
performance can be improved using more lenses or glass materials.
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4.3. Tolerance Analysis

Fabrication errors, mounting errors, and material property-related errors were con-
sidered using Code V optical design software [20]. Opto-mechanically, the lenses of this
zoom system are mounted in each group, and groups are integrated into the lens barrel
to form the zoom system. Thus, in-group and among-group tolerance were used in the
analysis and the relay (lens four and lens five) and the image location were selected as
the alignment compensators. Eight fields were used to sample the FOV. Tolerances with
an MTF reduction of approximately 0.1 at 50 lp/mm as given in Table 4 are practically
applicable for manufacturing and yielding good quality.

Table 4. Tolerances for the zoom lens system proposed.

Type Property Tolerances

Manufacture tolerances

Radius ±3 fringe
Irregularity ±0.2 fringe

Index variation ±0.0003
Abbe number ±0.5%

Center thickness ±0.01 mm
Tilt ±1′

Decenter ±0.01 mm

Mounting tolerances Decenter ±0.01 mm
Tilt ±1′

Integrating tolerances Decenter ±0.02 mm
Tilt ±1′

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a paraxial design model to deal with the pupil walking
issue in a zoom lens with an external pupil. The varifocal- and pupil-stable differential
equation were presented, solving and using the equations with two-moving-parts zoom
lens worked as guidance in the design process. Moreover, we designed a 4× zoom optical
system that comprises four groups with two moving parts and achieves a continuous zoom
range of 100 mm~400 mm and pupil walking of −3.9 mm to +4.3 mm. The system is being
built and expected to be used in various cascaded or modular optics or other fields. Its
performance will be demonstrated in the near future.
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